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Introduction

Embark on an exclusive 
xiaolongbao adventure in 
Shanghai, ditching the tourist 
traps and forgetting about 
ding tai fung—that's for 
novices.
We will visit authentic local 
joints loved by local travellers. 

5 hidden gems spread across 
iconic area of People‘s 
Square—will offer the city’s 
best dumplings (curated and 
selected to be very different), 
including spots visited by 
celebrities and mentioned by 
the Michelin guide!

This tour is a foodie's dream, 
but it is not for vegetarians or 
those with nut or seafood 
allergies.

Savour each bite and declare 
yourself a xiaolongbao warrior 
at the end! Would you be 
ready to dive into Shanghai's 
culinary secrets?



1 hour walking,

3 hours eating.

5 joints, in 3.5 hours

with 2.6 km walking.

Meet@ Peoples Square
Station Line 1, 2, 8
Exit 11



What is Xiaolongbao?

Xiaolongbao are soup-filled 
dumplings originating from the 
19th-century Nan Xiang, what is 
today Shanghai's Jiading district.

How to eat them properly?
“Learn or Burn” – Rachel Gouk
Watch the tutorial by Jimmy O Yang
link here

Can Imake them at home?

Yes. It will probably take you 2 days.
I found this recipe: The Woks of Life

https://youtube.com/shorts/eD85sN7fIGA?si=aNI4MiQ3-3e4TPYR
https://thewoksoflife.com/steamed-shanghai-soup-dumplings-xiaolongbao/
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Cost includes Tour Guide Fee and Xiaolongbao

Cost does not include Drinks and Beverages and
transportation which are pay-as-you-go.

Are you a
XiaolongbaoWarrior?

Cost:
320 RMB per person
600 RMB for a couple
840 RMB for 3 people
1,000 RMB for 4 people

The Xiaolongbao tours require a 
minimum of 3 people. 

However, we can customize the start 
time for a party of 4 people.



Cost includes Tour Guide Fee and Xiaolongbao

Cost does not include Drinks and Beverages and
transportation which are pay-as-you-go.

Not Enough
Xiaolongbao?

I got youmore! @ Night

Cost:
420 RMB per person
700 RMB for a couple
940 RMB for 3 people
1,100 RMB for 4 people

The Xiaolongbao night tours 
require a minimum of 3 people. 

However, we can customize the 
start time for a party of 4 people.
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Want to go by yourself
instead?

I have a few
recommendations!

Get in touch:
genie@genieyip.com

All rights reserved.
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I look forward to sharing

the joy of xiaolongbao with you.



THANK
YOU.

+86 18621293309

genie@genieyip.com

genieyip.com

http://genieyip.com/

